In vivo study of free and esterified cholesterol turnover in various tissues of the rat.
Rats were infused for 3.5 to 10 hrs with either red cells or plasma previously labelled in vivo by [3H]-cholesterol. Cholesterol specific radioactivities were measured in plasma, HDL, LDL and VLDL, and various tissues. Red cell infusions led to a higher labelling of free than of esterified cholesterol in the plasma of infused rats. The opposite situation was observed following plasma infusion. Comparison of free and esterified cholesterol specific radioactivities in each tissue showed that esterified cholesterol was transferred from plasma to all the tissues, except the adrenals. Study of the ratios of cholesterol specific radioactivities from one experimental group to the other in each tissue, made it possible to demonstrate clearly the occurence of hydrolysis within all the studied tissues except 5 of them where its existence remains uncertain (lung, heart, kidney, tendon, muscle) and of esterification in 3 tissues (adrenal, liver lung). In addition, ratios of cholesterol radioactivities (free/ester) were found to be identical in plasma and in 4 tissues, where neither hydrolysis nor esterification were detected (heart, muscle, kidney, tendon). This finding is an argument in favor of a simultaneous transport of free and esterified cholesterol from plasma into these 4 tissues and suggests that the entire lipoprotein particles can penetrate these tissues, with no specificity of one special class. In adrenal, unlike all other tissues: 1) the turnover of esterified cholesterol was achieved mostly by hydrolysis and esterification in situ; 2) a preferential lipoprotein class (LDL) was responsible for the transport of free cholesterol from the plasma.